
Email to: Dean Ellis sent September 30, 2011 
           fr: Roger Clayton 
 
           re: Comments on PRR #104, Verification Testing of Resource Capacity 
 

Dean Ellis,  
 
RRS 136 tabled action of PRR 104 pending input from NYISO regarding your 
comments.  The timing of the cut-off date for comments did not give RRS or the NYISO 
opportunity to review your comments prior to the meeting.  We also did not have the 
benefit of the presence of yourself and Kathy Whitacker for the discussion.   
 
However, RRS' discussion on your suggestions were as follows: 
 

 Agreed that there is an inconsistency between leading reactive offered into VSS 
vs. maximum leading reactive.  It could be resolved by making all references 
consistent with the former or by removing all references to the former.  Since one 
objective was to determine the "maximum" leading capability there was a tilt 
towards removing references to leading reactive offered into VSS.  

 The Certification issue is between active certification once a year vs. reactionary 
certification if capability changes occur.  We were not sure if other NPCC rules 
cover the certification issue.  NYSRC Measurement C-M9 requires MPs to report 
equipment data changes in a timely manner.  

 There was a consensus that the 3 year period is appropriate considering that it is a 
relaxation in the current 1 year period.  The quid pro quo was the relaxation in the 
periodicity in exchange for better information on the maximum leading capability.  

 While not included in your comments, there was discussion on the worth of the 
NYISO changing the real power requirement in the leading reactive power test 
procedure from a minimum of 10% to something higher. 

 
RRS is waiting on input from the NYISO.  I will be reporting on these points at next 
week's EC meeting.  Please call me and/or attend next week's meeting for further 
discussion. 
 
Regards, Roger. 
 
Roger Clayton, P.E. 
email  : roger.clayton@electricpowerresources.com 
Web   : http://electricpowerresources.com 
Phone : (518) 588- 

 


